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NEW QUESTION: 1
In the configuration of NAT, what does the keyword overload
signify?
A. The pool of IP addresses has been exhausted.
B. Multiple internal hosts will use one IP address to access
external network resources.
C. If the number of available IP addresses is exceeded, excess
traffic will use the specified address pool.
D. When bandwidth is insufficient, some hosts will not be
allowed to access network translation.
Answer: B
Explanation:
Explanation/Reference:
Explanation:
Overload simply means using multiple hosts to access the
network using the same translated IP address.

NEW QUESTION: 2
Exhibit below:
Which three statements are true about terminating a session?
A. Without any error, you can terminate the inactive session by
executing:
SQL&gt; ALTER SYSTEM KILL SESSION '12, 63';
B. When an inactive session is killed, the status of that
session remains visible in VSSESSION
with status KILLED. The rowf the terminated session is removed
from VSSESSION after the user
attempts to use the session again.
C. You cannot terminate the active session. You have to wait
until that session becomes inactive.
D. You can terminate the active session by executing:
SQL&gt; ALTER SYSTEM KILL SESSIOM "7, 15';
But you also get the error message:
ORA-00028: your session has been killed
E. Without any error, you can terminate the active session by
executing:
SQL&gt; ALTER SYSTEM KILL SESSIOU '7, 15';
F. You cannot terminate the inactive session. You have to wait
until that session becomes active
again.
Answer: A,B,F
Explanation:
Reference:
http://docs.oracle.com/cd/B28359_01/server.111/b28310/manproc00
8.htm#ADMIN11192

NEW QUESTION: 3
A company manages more than 200 separate internet-facing web
applications. All of the applications are deployed to AWS in a
single AWS Region The fully qualified domain names (FQDNs) of
all of the applications are made available through HTTPS using
Application Load Balancers (ALBs). The ALBs are configured to
use public SSL/TLS certificates.
A Solutions Architect needs to migrate the web applications to
a multi-region architecture. All HTTPS services should continue
to work without interruption.
Which approach meets these requirements?
A. Generate the key pairs and certificate requests for each
FQDN using AWS KMS. Associate the certificates with the ALBs in
both the primary and secondary AWS Regions.
B. Request a certificate for each FQDN using AWS KMS. Associate
the certificates with the ALBs in the primary AWS Region.
Enable cross-region availability in AWS KMS for the
certificates and associate the certificates with the ALBs in
the secondary AWS Region.
C. Request a certificate for each FQDN using AWS Certificate
Manager. Associate the certificates with the ALBs in both the

primary and secondary AWS Regions.
D. Request certificates for each FQDN in both the primary and
secondary AWS Regions using AWS Certificate Manager. Associate
the certificates with the corresponding ALBs in each AWS
Region.
https://docs.aws.amazon.com/acm/latest/userguide/acm-regions.ht
ml
Certificates in ACM are regional resources. To use a
certificate with Elastic Load Balancing for the same fully
qualified domain name (FQDN) or set of FQDNs in more than one
AWS region, you must request or import a certificate for each
region. For certificates provided by ACM, this means you must
revalidate each domain name in the certificate for each region.
You cannot copy a certificate between regions.
Answer: D
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